Resource

Description

Type

Good News Newsletter

In this world of doom and gloom, are you looking for some happy
01 - Random item
stories to keep you up beat and moving through your day? Check out
this newsletter, The Goodnewsletter.

All The Free Stock

Wow - this resource is amazing. It is a catch all resource that lists
01 - Catch All Resource
every free stock website for images, sounds, icons, color inspiration,
fonts, etc. It can be a little overwhelming, but if you are just looking to
explore resources than this is the place for you.

Find Sounds

This is a site that aggregates sound effects from different websites
based on your search term.

Audio & Sound Effects

Free Sound

Sound effects site. Not all commercial free, but offers lots of sound
effects for private and commercial use.

Audio & Sound Effects

Orange Free Sounds

Another site that offers free loops, sound effects, and music. This
one also has sound packs and collections.

Audio & Sound Effects

Soundjay

Website with a selection of free sound effects.

Audio & Sound Effects

Youtube Stock Audio

Youtube’s stock audio library that can be used for commercial
purposes

Audio & Sound Effects

Open Game Art

This site is widely used by game designers and developers. It
contains free art that can be used in games, but it also has a great
library for music and sound effects.

Audio & Sound Effects

Acoustica Basic Edition

Acoustica is a beautifully designed, comprehensive audio editor built Audio Recording & Editing
for recording, editing, mixing, mastering and batch-processing.
Most of the features are available with the free edition, but the
multitrack editing, offline analytics tools, certain audio effects and
audio restoration funcations are behind a paywall.

Audacity

Audacity is a free, easy-to-use, multi-track audio editor and recorder
for Windows, Mac OS X, GNU/Linux and other operating systems.
The interface is translated into many languages.

Audio Recording & Editing

Epic Pen

This is a popular screen marker and digital whiteboard tool for
windows that enables you to highlight your mouse, write, draw, or
take a screen capture of any software. I like to use this tool for live
systems training.

Classroom or Live Presentation Apps

Resource

Description

Type

Glisser

Glisser lets presenters share slides to the audience’s mobile devices Classroom or Live Presentation Apps
during their presentation. In turn, audience members can like,
comment on or share those slides to their own social networks.
Attendees can also download the slides for later reference or to
share with colleagues back at the office. It means there’s no need for
printed handouts, saving trees and providing extra convenience for
attendees.

GoQR

This is a QR generating website. You can create a QR code that
links to a URL, docuyment, contact information, phone number,
adress, etc. This can be fun way to use phones in the classroom to
explore content!

Classroom or Live Presentation Apps

Poll Everywhere

This site let's you get instant feedback by polling your audience right
there in the classroom using their mobile phones and shows
feedback instantly via charts on your screen. Free polling for one
instructor up to 25 participants.

Classroom or Live Presentation Apps

Swift Polling

This another free polling tool you can use. The free version let's you
poll up to 50 people and has a variety of different polling options.

Classroom or Live Presentation Apps

Quibblo

Free online quiz creation tool which can be used during live
presentations.

Classroom or Live Presentation Apps

Sli.do

This tool has a free account which offers 3 free classroom polls per
Classroom or Live Presentation Apps
event. Your audience can use your mobile phones to answer the poll
and ask questions.

WebAIM Accessability Infor For Web
Content

This is a checklist created by WebAIM to help you identify if you are
covering all areas of accessibility in your web content.

Design - Accessibility

Snatchr

Want to pull branding standards from a client's website? Use
Snatchr.

Design Tool

Snatchr is a Google Chrome extension that grabs the stylesheets of
a website for you. The plugin style guide includes background colors,
font colors, and other typographical information like font size. The
plugin was created by Mio Yoshigiwa & Michael Dintaman.

Resource

Description

Type

Adobe Color

Create color schemes with the color wheel, by uploading your own
images, or browse thousands of color combinations from the Kuler
community.

Design Tool

Articulate Design Map

This is a great way to brainstorm the look and feel for your course

Design Tool

Colordrop.io

Look for color inspiration? This website has a collection of great
looking color palettes!

Design Tool

Pictaculous

Pictaculous allows you to upload an image and discover which colors Design Tool
are used in it, enabling you to identify a complimenting color palette
to use with that image.

Just Color Picker

Tool that identifies a specific color pixel anywhere on your screen.
Provides RBG and HEX codes.

Design Tool - Color Identification

Site Palette

Free browser extension that generates colour palettes. A must-have
tool for designers and frontend developers. Grab colours for any
website.

Design Tool - Color Palette

eLearning Industry Storyboard
Templates

List blog lists tons of places where you can go to get free eLearning
storyboard templates

Design Tool - Storyboard

Popplet

Popplet is a free online tool built to help you organize your ideas.
Good for brainstorming and outlining courses. This tool is great for
collaborating with a team.

Design Tool - Storyboard or work with
SMEs

MindMeister

MindMeister is an online mind mapping tool that lets you capture,
develop and share ideas visually.

Design Tool - Storyboard or work with
SMEs

Storyboard Depot

This is a great list of free eLearning storyboard templates on Connie
Malamed's site.

Design Tool - Storyboard

Twinery

This site is helpful when laying out the structure of non-linear
trainings

Design Tool - Storyboard

Canva

Canva is a place you can go where you can design presentations,
Design Tool
social media graphics, and more with thousands of beautiful layouts.
You can use the drag-and-drag interface to create professional
layouts, you can use it for design inspiration, or you can simply take
advantage of the free design 101 courses available here!

Adobe XD CC

This is a free rapid design/prototyping tool from adobe where you
can design websites, apps, and almost anything else visual. So
what? They also have great templates you can use and... did I
mention that you can send your prototype to your client/team and
this app will collect their feedback!? Check it out!

Design Tool - Prototyping Tool

Resource

Description

Type

Milanote

Milanote lets you create beautiful, shareable moodboards in minutes. Design - Mood board

Muzli

Looking for some quick inspiration? This chrome extension has you
covered.Every time you open a new browser window, you’ll see an
up-to-date feed of all things awesome design. They pull from tons of
design sources to give you what’s new and hip and cool.

Beautiful.ai

Come here for design inspiration from visual beautiful presentations! Design - Inspiration

Design Bold

Another site that has inspirational presentation designers to inspire
you!

Design - Inspiration

Showeet

This website offers free powerpoint templates. These templates are
free, but do require copyright credit for the creation of the template
used. Remember to read the terms of use.

Design - Inspiration

Canva Presentation Templates

Did I alredy mention that Canva is amazing... like 3 times in this list
alone? Yes, yes I did. Here is another way to use Canva. Check out
the presentation templates for visual inspiration for your projects.

Design - Inspiration

Acapela Group Text to Speech

One of the best text to speech software tools the market has to offer, Development Tool / Text to Speech
particularly useful for eLearning purposes, with many compatible
formats, languages and voice properties.

Natural Reader Speech to Text

This is a great text to speech software with Optical Character
Recognition for both Windows and Mac users. NaturalReader also
offers the ability to change speed of speech.

Development Tool / Text to Speech

Grammar Base

Instant grammar checker for grammr, punctuation, style, plagiarism,
and contextual spelling.

Development Tool

Storyline 2 Keyboard Shortcuts PDF

Storyline 2 keyboard shortcuts pdf

Development Tool

Storyline 360 Keyboard Shortcuts

Storyline 360 keyboard shortcuts

Development Tool

xAPI Resources Curated by Melissa
Milloway

Looking to learn more about xAPI, look no further. Melissa has you
covered with this list.

Development Tool

Typ.io

This site specializes in finding beautifully designed websites and
identifying the fonts that are used on those sites.

Font - Inspiration

Fonts In Use

This website shows professional examples of fonts in use together in Font - Inspiration
advertisements, magazine covers, album covers, etc. Great for
inspiration!

Canva Font

With this site you can pick from available fonts and the site will give Font - Tool
you suggestions for typefaces that pair well. It even includes
graphics with the fonts side by side so you can see exactly how they
will look.

Font Ninja

Use this tool to identify fonts used on any website.

Desogm - Inspiration

Font - Web Font Identification Tool

Resource

Description

Type

Fount

Use this tool to identify fonts used on any website.

Font - Web Font Identification Tool

Font Squirrel

This site has a consolidated list of free fonts and a font identifier

Fonts

Google Fonts

Free fonts and font identifier and matcher

Fonts

The League of Moveable Type

Free fonts

Fonts

Urban Fonts

Another site that offers free fonts.

Fonts

Inkscape

Inkscape is an open-source vector graphics editor similar to Adobe
Illustrator, Corel Draw, Freehand, or Xara X. What sets Inkscape
apart is its use of Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), an open XMLbased W3C standard, as the native format.

Illustration / editing tool

Material Design Icons

Tons of free icons!

Illustration / Icons

FlatIcon

Boosting the largest database of free vector icons, Flat Icon is
brought to you by the same people who created Freepik. What
makes Flat Icon unique is that you can convert icons into a
downloadable font. Choosing and saving icons to your library is
super easy. Attribution is required.

Illustration / Icons

Icon Finder

A great list of free icons

Illustration / Icons

The Noun Project

Possibly the best site for variety of free icon choices.

Illustration / Icons

They Make Icons

Free Icon resource

Illustration / Icons

EZgif

This website helps you to create a .gif, edit .gifs, and convert .gifs to
mp4.

Illustrations / .gif creation

gifmaker

Free gif creator

Illustrations / .gif creation

Avataaars Generator

Use this website to generate your custom avatar. You can select
hair, accessories, clothes, eyes, mouth, and so much more!

Illustrations / Avatars

Undraw

A constantly updated collection of beautiful svg images that you can
use completely free and without attribution.

Illustrations/Graphics

Humaans

Pablo Stanley is amazing and created this site to share free
illustrated people for all your commercial and or personal use.
Thanks, Pablo!

Illustrations/Graphics

1001 Free Downloads

The team at 1001FreeDownloads scour the web for the best free
Illustrations / Graphics
graphics for designers. With thousands of free vectors alongside
photos, brushes, gradients, PSDs, fonts and more – as well as highquality graphics produced in-house – it won't take you long to find the
vector you want. Remember to check the license restrictions

Resource

Description

Type

Free Vector Archive

A big stock vector site with very efficient browsing options. You can
search by colour, theme, popularity or file extension. It's clean to
navigate and free from distracting ads – all in all, a superb place to
search for free vector art.

Illustrations / Graphics

Freepik

Freepik calls itself the "leading search engine of free vector designs". Illustrations / Graphics
Created to help you find free vector art, illustrations, icons, PSD and
photos for use in your designs, Freepik produces hundreds of free
vectors daily – which can be downloaded in AI, EPS and SVG
format.

vector.me

This site has a database of over 280,000 vectors it's absolutely
packed with stuff, and there are separate logo and icon sections in
case that's all you're after.

Vexels

Whether you are allowed to use a vector in your personal or
commercial projects for free depends on the license set by the
authors. Please refer to README.txt, LICENSE.txt or similar
documents inside the .zip archive for details. If license information is
not available, then please check author's website for more
information.
Vexels features thousands of free vector graphics and designs,
organised into easy-to-browse categories. It also offers an online
editor that enables you to customise vector designs in the browser,
adjusting layouts, adding new elements and changing things like
colours and text, so they're ready to go as soon as you download
them.

Illustrations / Graphics

Illustrations / Graphics

Jing

Free imaging capturing tool

Image - Capturing Tool

Tinypng

TinPNG claims they can optimize your PNG images by 50-80% - say Image - Compression
what!?! It also compresses .gifs.

Gimp

Free image editing tool.

Image - Editing Tool

Pixlr

Free photo editing tool available via a webapp or download.

Image - Editing Tool

Magic Mockups

Use this tool to create a product screenshot aka a mockup of what
your online learning resource will look up on a laptop, phone, tablet,
imac, or printed as framed art. This is great for marketing your new
resource or for a presentation.

Image Mockup

Burst

This site is awesome for stock images needed for shops and ecommerce! All images are free for personal and commerical use.

Images

Resource

Description

Type

Creative Commons

Creative Commons works with organizations that are leaders in the
content and knowledge sharing movement. This site is a great
resource for photos and videos.

Images

Picnoi

This is a great site for free diverse stock photos.

Images

Every pixel

Stock image site that aggregates free images from the most popular
free image websites including unsplash, pexels, freepik, pixabay,
magdeleine, and 17 more.

Images

FoodiesFeed

Free stock image site for images of beautiful food!

Images

Gratisography

Creative/funny stock photos

Images

Moose

This website is great for free stock photos that match! Only
requirement - add a link to your product!

Images

New Old Stock

Vintage photos from public archives. These are free of known
copyright restrictions.

Images

Public Domain Archive

public domain image repository

Images

Stocksnap

This site provides dozens of quality images that are under the
creative commons licensing

Images

StockVault

Royalty free stock photos and free textures.

Images

Unsplash

Unsplash is a great source of high-quality artsy photos that are
Images
suitable for just about anything. This website is more communitybased and the photos are mostly voluntary submissions by
independent photographers. If you subscribe with your email, you will
receive 10 images every 10 days as a way to discover new content.

Easel.ly

Site to create free infographics

Infographics

infogr.am

Infographic creation tool. Pre-made infographic templates, charts,
maps, and more.

Infographics

Infographic Blog Listing Tools

list of infographic design tools

Infographics

Piktochart

Infographic creation tool.

Infographics

eLearning Examples

Curated by David Anderson, this site has a great collection of
examples for multimedia learning examples including interactive
graphics, infographics, storytelling, eLearning, and more!

Inspiration - eLearning

eLearning Super Stars

This is an older site which is no longer updated, but it contains
inspiring elearning examples.

Inspiration - eLearning

Elucidate

Elucidate is a cloud-based authoring platform. On their website they
have a showcase section where you can see some beautiful
eLearning examples.

Inspiration - eLearning

Resource

Description

Type

Showeet

This website offers free powerpoint templates. These templates are
free, but do require copyright credit for the creation of the template
used. Remember to read the terms of use.

Inspiration

Smart Builder

eLearning Developer with a lot of good ideas to share.

Inspiration

Stock Layouts

This site is great for layout ideas for brochures, newsletters, and
flyers.

Inspiration

Template Monster

The templates aren't free on this website, but the visual inspiration is! Inspiration
:)

Bestfolios

The best way to advertise yourself as a learning designers is with a
portfolio. Check out this site for portfolio inspiration.

Go Design

Want to create learning examples for your portfolio, but can't think of Inspiration - eLearning
any ideas? Check out this site created by Kristin Anthony, full of
learning design project ideas.

UI Patterns

Do you want to learn the correct terms for user interface and web
design elements? Check this site out. They have terms, definitions,
and pictures to show you what each item is and how it can be used.

Knowledge Resource - UI

SkillsCommon

This site offers a free and open digital library of workforce training
materials.

Knowledge Resource

Canva Design Tutorials

Looking for some help learning visual design? Check these tutorials
out!

Knowledge Resource

Don Clark

If you are new to instructional design, this is a great place to go to
Knowledge Resource
get foundational information. This guy is old school and doesn't post
too often now, but darn he has some great information from the past!
Thank you for sharing your broad knowledge, Don!

eLearning Brothers

On this site you will find a great blog, ID resources, and a few
freebies as well. I also go here for inspiration.

Knowledge Resource

eLearning Chatter

A Q&A forum for all things eLearning instructional design. Watch a
webinar, get ideas, or ask some questions from fellow
corporate/education instructional designers, learning managers,
freelancers, etc.

Knowledge Resource

eLearning Feeds

eLearning Feeds ranks and scores hundreds of Top eLearning
blogs, while helping eLearning oriented readers to answer the
question "What’s happening in the eLearning industry" on a daily
basis based on the Top eLearning Blogs.

Knowledge Resource

eLearning Industry

This website is a great place to go for articulate about the eLearning
industry.

Knowledge Resource

Inspiration - eLearning

Resource

Description

Type

Learning Battle Cards

Learning Battle Cards is a set of cards that help support the
discovery and implementation of learning design approaches, and
guides the consideration of multiple facets of each approach.
Although the full deck needs to be purchased, you can learn more,
preview the cards, and get some ideas on this page. They also
have a pinterest board setup for each card - check it out!

Knowledge Resource

In addition to the Learning Battle Cards, there is also the Learning
Battle Cards Map and Canvas which can be used as a holistic
instructional design planning tool to help you brainstorm and
prototype learning solutions. The Learning Battle Card Canvas is
now avaialble for free (pay with a tweet) so you can self-print!
I found this infographic about Learning Battle Cards very helpful http://elearninginfographics.com/learning-battle-cards-infographic/
Learning Solutions Magazine

Broading training and development knowledge resource

Knowledge Resource

Matthew Bibby Storyline Tutorials

On Matthew's site you will find tutorials for tracking a participants
Knowledge Resource
time on a specific slide/acitvity, creating a count down timer, creating
a printable workbook, and a lot more.

Melissa Learning Lab

Melissa Milloway is an amazing learning experience designer. She
Knowledge Resource
has an amazing blog about multimedia / elearning development.
Looking to learn some advanced Storyline skills - this is a great place
to start.

Mike Taylor

Mike Taylor, formerly of Articulate, is using this site to share his
broad knowledge via blog and to curate great design resources.

Reddit /r/elearning

Did you know there was a subreddit for eLearning? Yup! I don't know Knowledge Resource
if I'd call this a knowledge resource exactly, but it is a pretty nifty
place to go to with questions or to just learn random stuff.

Reddit /r/instructionaldesign

You also didn't know that reddit had a subreddit for instructional
design?

Knowledge Resource

Knowledge Resource

Tim Slade - The eLearning Designer's Tim's website is a gold mine of great information for eLearning
Knowledge Resource
Blog
designers and developers. He has great live webinars, articles, howto videos, and he has even written a couple of books. I highly
recommend this for new instructional designers.
Articulate Live

Looking for Articulate 360 (Rise, Storyline, Studio, Replay, and Peek) Knowledge Resource
training? Look no further, get it from the experts here is the articulate
live library with recorded session on everything Articulate 360. These
guys are awesome!

Resource

Description

Type

eLearning Guild

source of information, networking, and community for eLearning
professionals

Knowledge Resource

Articulate E-Learning Heroes
Community

source of information, freebies, inspiration, networking, and
community for eLearning professionals

Knowledge Resource & Assets

Cathy Moore

Instructional Design Blog

Knowledge Resource & Assets

Connie Malamed (the elearning
coach)

Instructional Design Blog & great list for freebies

Knowledge Resource & Assets

eLearning Brothers

Freebies, inspiration, and items to purchase for ID development

Knowledge Resource & Assets

Matt Guyan Website

Here you will find Matt's blog and some free Storyline 2 templates for Knowledge Resource & Assets
download

The Rapid E-Learning Blog
(Articulate)

Practical, real-world tips for e-learning success by Tom Kuhlmann

HackID

This site has a collection of resources currated by Kristin Anthony for Knowledge Resource & Assets
self taught instructional designers.

Loading.io

Loading.io provides the world's best ajax loaders, loading gifs,
preloaders and ajax spinners. They also provide libraries for
progress bar, loading css animation and loading button. *These
loading images can be used to customize the Storyline loading
image to match your clients branding. The gifs can also be used in
your projects to make it more visual interactive.

Loading Graphics

Bensound

Music available under the creative commons license - with free
subscription you must give credit to the author.

Music

Fugue_Icon8Music

Stock music free if you had a link back to this website.

Music

Hooksound

Music available under the creative commons license - with free
subscription you must give credit to the author.

Music

Knowledge Resource & Assets

Resource

Description

Type

Incompetech

Music available under the creative commons license - with free
subscription you must give credit to the author.

Music

Asana

Free project management tool that has a variety of top notch
features, including: tags, project assignments, due dates, and task
commenting

Project Management

Capterra PM Tools Blog

Looking for free Project Managment software? Check out this blog.

Project Management

Creative Commons - Best practices
for author attribution

Want to give credit to an author for a resource you've used that has a Project Management
creative commons license, but you just don't know how? Use this
website for guidance.

EdgeStudio

This tool helps to calculate how long it will take for somone to read
your script.

Project Management

OfficeTimeline

Free timeline creation plug in for power point

Project Management

ScreenLeap

Share your screen instantly from any device with a browser.

Project Management

Trello

Free project management tool. You can create boards, lists, cards,
Project Management
add members, create checklists, and add attach up to 10MB of items
for free. Great tool for a large project team. Makes communication
simple across the team!

Yast

This is a great time tracking tool. It is free for personal use.

Project Management

Uber Conference

UberConference gives you an easy, powerful, and pain-free way to
schedule and run audio conferences, all without requiring annoying
PINs. UberConference is FREE for unlimited calls with all main
features. There are also business versions available for a minimal
cost.

Project Management - Conference

Drop Box

Dropbox is a cloud storage provider (sometimes referred to as an
online backup service) that is frequently used as a file-sharing
service. You can load your eLearning here and share it with others.

Project Management - File Storage

Hightail

Hightail – formerly YouSendIt – is a cloud service that lets users
send, receive, digitally sign and synchronize files. There is a limited
free version as well as business versions that cost a bit more with
more features/flexibility.

Project Management - File Transfer

We Transfer

WeTransfer is one of the simplest services to use for sharing large
Project Management - File Transfer
files. A few clicks of the mouse and the website will automatically
send files for you, and these will be available to download for seven
days. Everything is very user-friendly, too, with a step-by-step wizard
to walk you through the upload process. It also has password
protection for downloading files.

Resource

Description

Type

Scorm Cloud

Having trouble with your eLearning on your company LMS? Get a
free account and test it on this website to compare results.

Project Management - LMS Testing

Review My eLearning

This site helps you to share your elearning projects and provides a
clear way for your project team to leave comments/feedback. This
site provides a free trial for 30 days.

Project Management - Reviews

Tempshare

Say you’re looking for a quick way to test your published Articulate
Storyline projects, but you don’t have access to a web server. Not to
worry—just use Tempshare.
Articulate engineers put together Tempshare over one weekend to
help folks upload and test Articulate Storyline content. Note:
Tempshare is not an official, supported Articulate product.

Project Management - Testing Published
Files

VideoGrabby

Want to download a creative commons video online for your project? Video Downloading
Try this resource, VideoGrab. A simple-to-use web app that helps
you to download videos from the majority of the most popular video
sites. Type the link and hit Go. Its that easy. Just make sure to check
the licensing and copyright requirements for your video.

The Plot

This is a free and fast storyboard creator (I found this tool works best Video Storyboarding
when I'm storyboarding videos). You can add and delete scenes
without copying and pasting text, incorporate images from anywhere
on the web to visualize scenes faster, and collaborate with
coworkers from within the software. Plot is a solid option if your team
often works under tight deadlines and needs a software to create
storyboards quickly.

Boords

Boords is a cloud-based tool that can be used for storyboarding
animated videos. With the free version you get 2 active storyboards.

Video Storyboarding

Hand Brake

HandBrake is a tool for converting video from nearly any format to a
selection of modern, widely supported codecs. It's free and open
source and works across Windows, Mac and Linux.

Video Editing

TechRadar

This article lists several free editing resources and their pros/cons.

Video Editing

SoThink

You can use SoThink to convert SWF to FLA, FLEX, and HTML5.
You can also view and extract all SWF elements, decompile and
export AS, and do simple edits on SWF shapes directly.

Video Editing/Playing

VLC Media Player

VLC is a free and open source cross-platform multimedia player and Video Editing/Playing
framework that plays most multimedia files as well as DVDs, Audio
CDs, VCDs, and various streaming protocols.

Screentogif

This tool is a free Screen, webcam and sketchboard recorder with an Video - Video to Gif Creation
integrated editor. Many people use this for gif creation.

Resource

Description

Type

Loom

Did you find a bug on a course you want to show your team quickly? Video - Screen Recording From Your
Or do you want to take a quick video on your browser of how to use Browser
an application or website? Check out this amazing and free chrome
extension for recording your screen.

Active Presenter

Looking to build interactive vidoes? Check out this free tool.
ActivePresenter includes all the tools needed to record screen,
annotate, edit screencast videos and create interactive eLearning
contents in HTML5.

CamStudio

CamStudio is a pretty straightforward program that lets you record
Video/Screen Recording
your screen and audio and produce outputs in AVI or SWF format. It
enables annotation such as text and call out inserts and even
provides you some cursor options such as default, hidden or
highlighted, which should be carefully laid out prior to recording. You
have some video options too which lets you control compression,
frame rates , quality and time lapse but aside from that, you can’t
really do much with the video because it doesn’t include editing
capabilities.

Screencast O-Matic

This is the trendiest screen recording tool currently on the market,
Video/Screen Recording
particularly popular among tutorial content creators and demo
producers. With over 30000 videos recorded every day, Screencast
O-Matic also offers the option to embed your material with
watermark. Moreover, users can access several free, in-depth
tutorials regarding editing and scripted recordings. In order to make a
video, simply click Start recording to begin and Stop recording when
you’re finished.

Webineria

Webineria is an open-source easy-to-use screencast tool which lets Video/Screen Recording
you capture your screen activity and do “picture-in-picture” video by
adding your webcam stream. It provides you 3 frame rate options: 5,
10 and 15 frames per second and outputs can be produced in either
AVI or FLV format. It has built in features too that let you adjust the
boundaries of your record area, use hotkeys to pause and resume
recording. Outputs are saved on the site and can be shared via email
links or embedding on websites.

Clip Canvas

Free Videos

Videos

Coverr

7 new free video every week

Videos

Distill Beta

10 new free videos every week

Videos

Mazwai

Free Videos

Videos

MotionPlaces

Free stock videos from around the world.

Videos

Video/Screen Recording

Resource
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Pexels Videos

free stock videos and link to stock photos too

Videos

Pond5

Great collection of public domain videos. I like this site for old school Videos
video clips.

Videezy

Free Videos.

Videos

